MSCI ESG & Climate Indexes

An Index For Every Objective

As an influential leader in sustainability investing, we see there is a need to broadly describe what investors are looking to achieve.

Incorporating personal values

- Do my personal beliefs and values
- MSCI ESG Indexes

Integrating ESG in my entire investment process

- MSCI ESG Leaders
- MSCI ESG Focus

Making a positive impact

- MSCI Climate VaR

Each of these motivations involves a different approach to ESG, but they share a common goal: measuring results.

MSCI ESG & Climate Indexes

An Extensive Suite

MSCI ESG and climate data toolset

MSCI ESG and climate data toolset

Customizing Your ESG & Climate Indexes

Investors with more unique requirements can also draw upon our toolset to build a custom ESG or climate index.

Key Benefits of MSCI ESG & Climate Indexes

- Extensive history
- Industry-leading research
- Integrated capabilities
- Data collection

Sustainability and climate-related risks can impact your portfolio under any scenario. With our range of ESG & Climate Indexes, we aim to support investors as they build a more resilient portfolio, regardless of their specific objectives.